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As semiconductor feature sizes continue to decrease, the phenomena of line edge roughness
(LER) becomes more disruptive in chip manufacturing. While many efforts are underway
to decrease LER from the photoresist, post-develop smoothing techniques may be required
to continue shrinking chip features economically. This work reports on one such method
employing the use of an ion beam at grazing incidence along the features. This method
smooths relatively long spatial length LER, a potential advantage over other smoothing
techniques that focus on just molecular scale LER. LER reduction numbers Variables include
beam energy and angular dependence. LER measurements are taken using Hitachi image
analysis software on top-down analytical SEM measurements.
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As computers and digital devices become more and more a staple of today’s world, improve-
ment on these devices becomes more and more important. Starting off with vacuum tubes,
punch cards and whole room mainframes and moving to integrated circuits, keyboards and
desktop workstations computers have made a dramatic change in components, functionality
and size [7]. A lot of the motivation to keep computers and other devices that use integrated
circuits improving all the time was generated by Gordon Moore and his observation and
prediction in 1965 that components doubled and would continue doubling roughly every two
years [34]. From this starting point microchip manufacturers have been moving forward with
the intention of extending this trend as far as possible.
1.1 Making Wafers
Current microchips are mostly Si-based devices [36]. Silicon comes mostly from electronic
grade polysilicon refined from quartzite (SiO2), then grown using Czochralski growth [5].
During Czochralski growth, the electric grade polysilicon is melted in a fused silica crucible
inside a vacuum chamber that has been back filled with an inert gas. A seed crystal is dipped
into the molted silicon then the seed is pulled out of the crucible, while the crucible and seed
are spun in opposite directions [5]. Solidification is achieved by a reduction in temperature
to the growing Si boule. A boule is the larger single crystal that comes from the Czochralski
process. Natural convection and grey body radiation create large temperature gradients
across the solid liquid interface. The rate the boule is pulled out of the melt is governed
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by the heat diffusion. If enough heat is not rejected from the boule it will not be a single
crystal. The rate of pull is therefore determined by the diameter of the boule. The larger the
diameter of the boule, the slower it must be pulled. The energy to be rejected is proportional
to the volume of the boule, while the energy released is proportional to the surface area. If
a boule is pulled too slowly, point defects will agglomerate usually into dislocation loops [5].
After the Si boule is finished being pulled, it is then processed further into wafers in a process
called wafering.
Wafering is the process of taking large crystal or ingots and slicing out wafer disks [12].
When being cut the Si ingot is mounted horizontally in a wafering saw. An ingot is a boule
after it has solidified. The blade cuts vertically and is supported by air bearings to reduce
vibrations occuring. Vibrations during sawing translate into ridges into the surface of the
wafer, which leads to extra lapping time. The blades used in crystal slicing are diamond-
edged. The main cause of blade wear is not the diamond lifetime, but the excess heat
build up caused by coolant starvation. This heat build up also leads to stress that causes
distortions in the wafer. The cut wafers from the wafering saw will not be even and will have
to go through steps of polishing. The first step is lapping; lapping planarizes both wafer
surfaces with rotating metal lapping plates [12]. Cracks caused by wafer slicing are removed
during edge profiling. Edge profiling utilizes edge grinders, abrasive blasting, and abrasive
disc polishing or grinding to ensure wafer size uniformity and removing raised edges on the
wafer. The wafer is then wet etched in hydroflouric-acetic-nitric acid mixtures or sodium- or
potassium hydroxide based solutions. After this, the wafer goes through a process of thermal
and mechanical gettering. This process creates intentional damage on the backside of the
wafer to getter or absorb impurities from the rest of the wafer. The wafer is then polished
using an alkaline slurry to remove micocracks, debris, and anomolies that will interfere with
image transfer. After the wafers are acceptably smoothed and polished, they are coated with
photoresist in preparation for lithography.
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1.2 Lithography
Photoresist is a light sensitive material used to transfer patterns in a lithographic process.
Photoresist will be discussed in greater detail in the next chapter. Photoresist is usually
applied to the wafer by spin coating [21]. During spin coating, a wafer is held onto a chuck,
usually by vacuum pressure on the backside of the wafer. The coating to be applied is put
onto the wafer, then the wafer is spun. The spin coater should have a rapid acceleration
(∼ 40, 000 rpm
s
). The rapid acceleration helps provide resist uniformity across the wafer [12].
The final speed of the spin coater is ∼ 5000 rpm. After the resist is coating the wafer, the
photoresist undergoes a softbake. A softbake is used to remove solvent from the photoresist
composition. A softbake can be done via infrared-conduction steel belts, or even a hot plate,
so long as the temperature variance across the entire surface is very small ∼ 1OC. Softbake
temperatures typically are between 90O C and 120O C with times ranging from 45 s to 90
s [31, 12].
After cutting the ingots into wafers, the wafer is subjected to numerous repetitions of
lithography, etching, depostion, and growth. These repetitions allow for multiple devices and
lines of interconnect to be put onto the same microchip. Optical lithography is the standard
process that transfers patterns onto chips. Other lithographic process use electron-beam,
ion-beam or x-ray exposure [12]. Optical lithography uses a light source shined through
a mask to transfer the pattern onto the photoresist. The photoresist then either degrades
(positive) or crosslinks (negative) when exposed to light. Figure 1.1 shows the difference
when exposing a positive and a negative resist. Critical dimensions below the wavelength
of the light are achieved by phase-shifting masks, and immersion lithography. The critical
dimension in a microchip is the minimum feature size. Phase shifting masks work by changing
the phase of any light diffracted by one mask surface into a phase that will destructivelly
interfere with light diffracted from the mask surface adjacent to it. This is accomplished by
placing a transparent layer of indium tin oxide and a transparent patterened resist on the
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Figure 1.1: Illustration of a positive and a negative resist [35].
mask [5]. Immersion lithography uses the refractive index of water to change the wavelength
of light, so that the photoresist is exposed by shorter wavelengths, giving smaller critical
dimensions for features [29] Using water’s refractive index, 193 nm light can be changed into
134 nm light. Figure 1.2 shows a schematic diagram of immersion lithography.
Following exposure, the patterend resist is then treated with another softbake usually a
little hotter than the preexposure softbake. After the softbake, the weakened photoresist is
removed in a stage called development. During development, the photoresist is exposed to an
alkaline aqueous solution, typically TetraMethylAmmonium Hydroxide (TMAH) [35]. When
developing positive resists, water does not cause scumming or precipitants in nonimage areas,
like it does in negative resists [11]. The solution is typically applied by a spray nozzle [42].
After the development stage, the pattern from the mask is left transferred onto the surface
of the wafer, ready to undergo a hardbake. A hardbake hardens the resist against further
processes that might damage or wear the resist such as ion implantation or plasma etching [5].
Typical hardbake paramaters are in the ranges of 100O C to 190O C and for much longer
time periods than a softbake, 10 to 30 minutes [11]. Following the postbake, the next step
can be either a doping, depostion, or an ethching step depending upon the wafer and step
in production.
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Figure 1.2: Schematic diagram of immersion lithography [29]
1.3 Ion Implantation and Etching
Doping today is typically done by ion implantation. Ion implantation for semiconductor
processing by necessity must use low energy, high current ion beams with a high degree of
uniformity. The low energy allows for shallow implantation and little lattice damage [39].
Shallow implantation depth is very important as the doping ions can disrupt previous layers
and all lattice damage must be annealed out of the wafer, so the less damage the less
annealing must occur. A high degree of uniformity of the dopants is also critical to device
performance. The dopant levels change the potentials needed to activate features within the
chip. Simple ion implantors operate by flowing a gas between a hot filament and a metal
plate. The filament is held at a negative voltage, this accelerates the electrons into the source
gas. These electrons collide with gas molecules to disassociate and ionize the gas [5]. The
positive ions are then accelerated out of the plasma discharge and through a slit. Unwanted
mass species are then seperated out by using magnetic fields to change ion trajectories. In
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order to obtain the necessary implantation uniformity of ±0.25% over the entire 300 mm
wafer, the beam must be scanned over the wafer [39]. Along with ion implantation, etching
is another common postbake step.
Etching is used to transfer the photoresist pattern onto the underlying layer. There
are two types of etching: wet etching and dry etching. Wet etching is purely a chemical
process where a chemical is added onto the substrate and the chemical eats away at the
substrate in the desired pattern. Wet etching uses low processing and low energies however
provides an isotropic etch and has problems with chemical handling and removal [12]. Dry
etching has many advantages over wet etching. Dry etching provides an anisotropic etch, a
more definite start and stop etching, and are less dependent upon the temperature of the
wafer. Reactive ion etching (RIE) is the typical process used in current etching processes.
RIE uses either Cl or F to provide greater selectivity than etching with just ions. The ion
bombardment provides more energy which allows the Cl or F to chemically etch the Si more
quickly without adding unnecessary heat to the wafer. RIE also gives the anisotropy from
the ion etching [5]. Problems inherent with RIE include damage from the ion bombardment
and chemical contamination. The chemical contamintaion can be a large problem when used
in polymerization etches as it leaves behind residual films.
1.4 Deposition
Most of the area where material has been taken off of the wafer will be used as places to
deposit other material to form features and interconnects. In order to deposit this material,
four main process are used: evaporation, sputtering, chemical vapor deposition (CVD), and
atomic layer deposition (ALD). Evaporation and sputtering are both examples of physical
vapor deposition (PVD) and CVD and ALD are both forms of chemical deposition. PVD
uses physical means only to deposit material, whereas chemical deposition uses chemical
reactions to deposit material. Evaporation happens at low pressures, below 1 Torr and high
6
Figure 1.3: Schematic of a DC magnetron [33].
temperatures >500OC for most all materials. Evaporation uses a molten sample to reach
the vapor pressure of a material. Vapor pressure is the pressure at a given temperature
when a material evaporates into a gaseous form. A high vapor pressure means at a given
temperature a material evaporates at a higher temperature. Tungsten at 10 mTorr has to
be heated to 3000OC while Al only has to be heated to 1250OC; W has a much higher vapor
pressure than Al. In order for evaporators to achieve acceptable film quality and uniformity,
they must be run at low rates and low pressures [5]. Evaporators are typically crucibles that
are heated by resistively, inductively, or by electron beams. The open end of the crucible is
pointed to the target and the temperature of the crucible will control the evaporation rate.
In order to achieve acceptable step coverage, the wafer is usually rotated. Sputtering is the
main competitor to evaporation for PVD of material.
7
Figure 1.4: A simple CVD schematic [38].
Magnetron sputtering is heavily used in semiconductor manufacturing to deposit thin
films [24]. A magnetron uses magnets placed behind the cathode to create magnetic fields
that trap electrons [50]. Figure 1.3 shows a diagram of a DC magnetron. The trapped
electrons then collide and ionize gas near the cathode. The ions are accelerated into the
cathode and the target material is ejected. This ejected material then is either ionized by
the trapped electrons, or goes through the plasma to create a thin film on the substrate.
This kind of depostion is easily controllable by turning the plasma on and off. However, the
step coverage of conventional magnetron sputtering is less than most chemical deposition
methods. Increased step coverage can be attained by ionized PVD. Ionized PVD ionizes the
metal flux coming from the cathode and uses a bias on the substrate in order to accelerate
the ions through the thin sheath to the substrate [24]. The metal ions have a narrow angular
distribution due to mean free path being larger than the sheath.
Chemical vapor deposition (CVD) is an alternative to evaporation and sputtering that
uses chemical processes to deposit material onto a substrate. CVD happens when molecules
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have a high enough density to condense, react and form a solid. A simple CVD reactor and
the processes that happen inside are shown in Figure 1.4. A basic CVD process includes the
following steps [5]:
1. Transport of precursors to the area around the substrate
2. Reaction of the precursors
3. Transport of the reactants to the substrate
4. Surface reactions and diffusion to form the coating
5. Gaseous by-products desorb
6. Transport of by-products away from the substrate
7. Removal of by-products from the reactor
One major advantage of CVD over PVD methods is that CVD provides better step
coverage [38]. The depostion is more sensitive to temperature and amount of precursor
in the chamber than the surface topology of the substrate. This leads to high quality
coatings even on the vertical features that PVD techniques typically doesn’t adhere to very
well. Negative aspects of CVD include higher processing temperatures and toxic or harmful
processing gases.
ALD is similar to CVD in that it also uses chemical process to create a thin film coating
over the entire substrate. ALD however provides a user with a much finer control over the
thickness of the film than CVD [38]. In an ALD process, one precursor is introduced into
the chamber, this precursor sticks to the substrate, but not to itself. This allows of one
monolayer or coverage on the substrate. The next precursor to be added reacts with the
first precursor, but not with the compound that forms from the first two precursors. The
process is repeated until the precise thickness wanted is deposited. Like CVD, ALD has
excellent step coverage, and also has dangerous processing gases [38].
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Layering all of these steps together in the correct order and the correct patterns to make
the correct components yields today’s modern computer chips. If even one of these steps




As lithographic features become smaller and smaller, line width roughness (LWR) and line
edge roughness (LER) become increasingly important factors of success to the next gener-
ation of microchips. LER or LWR is a random fabrication process outcome [23]. LER is
the deviation along one edge of a feature, while LWR is the deviation of the entire line [6].
LER and LWR are related by Equation 2.1. The difference between the two is shown in
Figure 2.1. The standard in measuring LER and LWR is to use the 3σ paramater, which
stands for 3 standard deviations from the mean. From here on, LER and LWR will be used




Figure 2.1: Illustration of the difference between LER and LWR [6]
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2.1 Importance of LER
Increased LER degrades the performance of many components in a microchip. The Interna-
tional Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors (ITRS) lists requirements needed in order
to keep the semiconductor industry on track with Moore’s law [26]. The ITRS is divided
up into many sections, the pertinent one to LER research is the lithography section. The
lithography section outlines lithography processing parameters such as critical dimensions
(CDs), overlay, defect control and cost. Important milestones to notice for LER are CD
control, gate CD control and low frequency LWR <1% of CD. These processing parameters
will all be affected by LER and starting in 2001 there is not a known solution for gate CD
control, and by 2011 no solutions or interim fixes are known for any of the three. Gates are
especially sensitive to LER.
Figure 2.2: A schematic of a field effect transistor [4].
Gates are structures in field effect transistors (FET), see Figure 2.2 for a FET schematic.
FETs work by biasing the source of the FET. The charge carriers, either holes or electrons,
then move though the conducting channel created by the bias drawing charge into the
channel [38]. The larger the bias voltage, the larger the carrier channel and lower the
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resistance of the channel. LER in the gate causes more gate leakage for the same amount
of drive current [8]. In addition to this, as LER increases, the variation between devices
also increases. This variation in LER causes degradation in the drive current and drive
current variation from device to device. The variance in threshold voltage decreases for a
very thin oxide, while the variance in capacitance shows a minimum as a function of oxide
thickness [23]. Since switch off-current (Ioff ) depends more strongly than switch on-current
(Ion), a smoother gate with the same average gate length as a rougher gate will have a lower
Ioff and a similar Ion [19]. Choi also shows that Ioff can be about twice as much when
more LER is introduced into the gate of a FET device. Another feature that LER effects
negatively is interconnect lines.
Interconnects are nanoscale wires in microchips used to connect devices on the chip [5].
Stucchi has taken computer models to predict the resistance and capacitance of Cu inter-
connect lines. In these models with a 3σ LER value of 6 nm, there will be a 6% delay due
to resistance (R) and a 3% delay due to capacitance (C) while there is a 10% delay due to
RC attributes of the interconnect when the 14 nm node is reached [44]. This node is due to
be in production in 2020 [26]. If 3σ LER values follow those stated on the ITRS, then there
is predicted to be less than 1% delay due to R, C or RC attributes of the interconnect [44].
Resistivity in interconnect wire increases as LER increases [43]. A purely geometrical reason
that the resistivity increases is the width of the interconnect will decrease. This decrease will
raise the resistance of the entire wire because the current must flow through it. The effect
of these smaller widths in the interconnect becomes even more apparent as the interconnect
width itself becomes smaller and the narrow segments become even smaller yet.
2.2 Causes of LER
One of the major causes of LER is photoresist chemistry [45]. Molecular structures of the
resist, and the chemical amplification process are all aspects of photoresist that cause LER.
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Processing steps also have effects on the LER in semiconductors. Roughness transfered from
the mask, insufficient source strength, substrate smoothness, post-exposure bake (PEB),
development and hard bake all have been found as contributing to LER [37].
The molecular structures of the resist have been shown to be a source of LER [22]. This
trend that smaller resists with smaller molecules have less LER holds for both traditional
and chemically amplified resists (CAR). A traditional resist degrades or cross links by the
nature of the resist. A chemically amplified resist (CAR) uses a photoacid generator (PAG)
to create the acid that degrades the polymer. This has been attributed to PAG diffusion
length. Cao et al. finds that smaller PAG molecules produce features with lower LER [6].
The smaller the PAG molecule, the larger the diffusion length and the greater the ability
to overcome nonuniform PAG distribution within the resist. This uniformity leads to a
reduction in LER. The nonuniform PAG distribution may be a result of shot noise or PAG
clustering. Shot noise may cause uneven PAG distributions due to the uneven distributions
of photons incident upon the resist. PAG clustering is possible when the solubility of the
PAG in the polymer is low. This leads to nano-scale phase separation of the PAG and
polymer. Once again giving a nonuniform PAG distribution across the photoresist.
Lithographic steps can also contribute to the LER of photoresist. Imperfections in the
mask transfer through to the photoresist. The transfer from mask to photoresist follows a
linear trend [54]. This contribution to LER is on the order of 10% of the mask roughness for
both extreme ultraviolet (EUV) and deep ultraviolet (DUV) lithography. EUV lithography
uses 13.4 nm light and DUV uses 248 nm light.
Surface roughness of the substrate has also been found to have an impact upon LER [18].
Between a rough and a smooth substrate, the LER values varied by 10%. This increase in
LER was attributed to the surface roughness of the substrate as all other parameters were
kept the same.
Post apply bake (PAB) is another step in optical lithography that can have an effect upon
LER in photoresist [52]. The temperature of PAB was found to be related to the residual
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solvent density. The more solvent that remained in the resist, the smoother the features and
the smaller the 3σ CD variation. This made a lower temperature better for improving LER.
The exposure parameters have also been found to change LER values [30, 18, 40]. The
aerial image quality has been shown to have a significant impact upon LER. Higher aerial
image contrast leads to less LER in the exposed photoresist [40]. Photoresist surface rough-
ness also trends the same way. This is important as the photoresist roughness is transmitted
to the substrate for the next processing step. Along with aerial image quality, exposure dose
has been shown to effect LER [30, 18]. As long as aerial image quality is not sacrificed at
the expense of increased dosage, the stronger the does of light, the better the image quality
and the lower the LER [30].
The post exposure bake (PEB) is yet another processing parameter that effects LER [32,
20]. Masuda showed that the LER of photoresist was reduced as PEB temperature was
increased [32]. Results were also found that LER increased when processing conditions
outside of the selected ranges were chosen. The temperature ranged from 100◦C to 140◦C.
The LER reduction shown by increased PEB temperatures is likely due to PAG diffusivity
as it was shown to work for more than one photoresist [20].
2.3 Current Reduction Approaches of LER
Besides process optimization there are a number of ways to reduce LER. Process optimiza-
tions mentioned above were a hotter PEB temperature, a larger exposure dose, smoother
substrates and a lower PAB temperature. Other techniques that are added to the litho-
graphic techniques beyond these are refered to as postprocessing [9]. Major postprocessing
techniques that show promise in reducing LER are plasma exposure, etching, vapor smooth-
ing, hardbake, ozonation and rinse.
Plasma esposure has been found to reduce LER in photorsist [17]. The plasma was an
HBr/O2 plasma produced with an ICP coil. This process was applied after the bottom
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anti-reflective coating etch step. While LER reduction was not immediatly noticeable, LER
after the gate etch step was significantly lowered. LER numbers predominately of 12-20 nm
were reduced down to 3-6 nm.
Etching uses energetic ions to bombard the surface of the photoresist to transfer energy
from the ions to the photoresist [9]. This process heats the photoresist so that reactive gases
can etch the photoresist. This processing technique appears to reduce LWR by 0.5 nm.
There was also a change in CD of 2 nm.
Vapor smoothing is an additional process that is after development. This process uses an
organic-solvent to instantaneously melt the resist [27]. The melted resist is dry immediately
after the process allowing the PEB to be skipped. For resists not susceptible to organic
solvents, vacuum ultraviolet radiation exposure before vapor smoothing has been shown
to help the organic solvents melt the photoresist. Reduction of this method has shown
LWR reduction of 30%. CD uniformity withing the wafer was also increased by using this
treatment.
A hardbake or reflow processes can reduce LWR by 15% [9]. This reduction comes at
the expense of changing the CD. This process has shown an increase in CD so large that the
photoresist has interacted and affected neighboring structures.
Ozonation is yet another post process that has been shown to reduce LER [9]. It was
shown that LWR could be reduced by 10% by this method. The ozonation process sprays
an ozone-saturated solution onto a spinning wafer. The ozone oxidizes the functional groups
on the sidewalls of the resist.
The most promising postprocessing technique shown by Chandhok is a rinse technique [9].
This process comes directly after the developer, ususally TMAH, has been rinsed away with
water. While the wafer is still wet, an additional rinse chemical is dispensed. If the wafer
is not wet more defects will occur and the surface will be more hydrophobic. The rinse
chemical puddles for up to one minute. The rinse works by modifying the deprotected zones
of the photoresist. The rinse technique was found to reduce LWR by 1-3 nm.
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Changing the photoresist chemistry is also an approach to reduce LER. Conventional
polymeric resists are not capapble of meeting the criteria in the ITRS for the 32 nm pro-
cessing node [16]. The radius of a typical resist polymer is equal to the LER requirement.
Since the radius has been directly correlated to LWR, molecules with smaller radii are
preferable [15]. New resists indclude molecular glass resists, inorganic materials, discotic
liguid crystals, oglimers and novel polymers [16, 28]. One example is using fullerene resists.
Fullerene resists are three part resists that have also shown promising results for down to
20 nm feature sizes. The three components in the resist are a fullerene derivative, an epoxy
novolac crosslinker and a PAG, triarylsolfonium hexafluorine. More information about the
resist can be found in Gibbons’s paper [16]. LWR was shown to be 3.8 nm with linewidths
of 20 nm and no collapsing of the resist. These LWR numbers are approaching the ITRS
specifications.
Another resist formulation that may meet ITRS standards are molecular glass resists [15].
Since the radius of a molecule in a molecular glass resist is smaller than a molecule in a
polymeric resist and the molecule size itself may be as much as an order of magnitude
smaller, there is a strong posibility for extremely low LER numbers. These resists may also
be formulated as either positive or negative resists. This leads to even more optimization in
the lithographic process.
All of these improvements in LER become more important as lithographic techniques
change from ArF excimer lasers with 193 nm wavelength and a source strength of > 20 mJ
cm2
to EUV sources with 13.5 nm and 5 mJ
cm2
[47]. The decreased source strength leads to many
sensitivity, and patterning problems with EUV lithography, with two of the largest problems




The theory behind this investigation is to use sputtering to remove projections on photoresist
features while minimizing harm to anything that might be underlying the feature. This
means the ion source does not have to be able to achieve extremely high energies like an
ion implanter. The features of interest are all aligned parallel 45nm 1:1 lines with an aspect
ratio of 2:1. This allows the wide beam ion source, once oriented, to hit the entire sample
area at once. In order to increase the chances of ion collisions with molecules that create
LER, a high angle of incidence is used. Figure 3.1 shows the angle of incidence, θ, relative
to the features of the sample.
3.1 Sigmund, Bohdansky and Yammamura
Sputtering Models
Traditionally there are two different types of sputtering, physical and chemical [41]. Physical
sputtering uses the transfer of kinetic energy to eject atoms from the target. Chemical sput-
tering uses a chemical reaction from the incident species to produce an unstable compound
on the target surface. This work will focus solely on physical sputtering as non-reactive
gas species are being used. In 1969, Sigmund laid the ground work for sputtering in the
single-knockon regime [41]. Sputtering in the single-knockon regime is characterised by the
bombarding ion transfering energy to atoms in the target after which the atoms are ejected
from the surface of the target. In single-knockon regime there is very little penetration into
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Figure 3.1: A diagram of the angular labeling convention used in this work.
the bulk material. A basic assumption of the single-knockon regime is that moving target
atoms will not interact with other moving target atoms [2]. This assumption holds true
until there are cascade chains. This happens under energetic, as low as 10 keV, heavy ion
bombardment; which will not be looked at in the scope of this work. In Sigmund’s theory
the sputtering yield is directly porportional to the nuclear stopping power and the energy
dependence of the sputtering yield is found using the nuclear stopping cross section [41].
Inelastic collision energy transferred in the bulk lattice is neglected. While the inelastic col-
lisions vary the total stopping cross section, they do not result in atoms in the bulk substrate
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gaining energy. In the single-knockon regime for Sigmund, the sputtering yield condenses
down to Equation 3.1. This equation is only for angles of incidence of θ = 0◦. α is a mass
ratio correction factor and can be found in Sigmund [41] [Fig. 12], E is the incident ion











From Equation 3.2 m1 is the mass of the incident ion and m2 is the mass of the material
that is being sputtered. γ physically is the ratio of energy that can be transferred due to an
elastic collision [1].
The Bohdansky formula builds upon Sigmund’s work. Like Equation 3.1, Bohdansky’s
formulation is also used for normal incidence sputtering and is a function of incident ion
energy [3]. The Bohdnasky formula uses Q and Eth to fit the theoretical work to experimental
results. sTFn is the Thomas Fermi interaction potential, Q is a scaling factor, Eth is the
sputtering threshold energy,  is the reduced energy,Z1 is the atomic number of the incident
ion, Z2 is the atomic number of the material being sputtered, e is the elementary charge and
aL is the Lindhardt screening radius in A˚. Masses are in amu and Eth is in eV [3].



































The Yamamura expansion on the Bohdansky formula provides us the chance to look
at cases of off-normal incidence [53]. f and αopt are fitting parameters. Es is the surface
binding energy in eV per atom n is the target number density (A˚−3) and γ is the same as in
Equation 3.2.
Y (E0, α) = Y (E0) cos
−f (α)ef(1−cos
−1 α) cosαopt (3.7)
f =
√














The previous equations lay the groundwork for the SRIM/TRIM code [10]. In order to
find processing parameters to begin from SRIM/TRIM was used as a quick check to see
sputtering yields at different energies and angles. This information was then used to calculate
the processing times. SRIM/TRIM has been shown to be a valid tool for predicting the
sputtering yield for energies including and greater than 100 eV [55].
From Figures 3.2(a) and 3.2(b) it is seen that the sputtering yield for photoresist follows
the expected trend. At low energies there is nothing sputtered followed by a sharp rise in
sputtering yield that finally knees into a more gradual rise in sputtering yield. This sharp
rise that occurs at about 25 eV is the threshold energy.
The SRIM/TRIM results showed that carbon would be the atom limiting how fast the




Figure 3.2: Results from Trim (a) sputtering yield vs. energy and (b) sputter yield vs
angle [55]
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will all be sputtered from the surface before the carbon. Therefore all time calculations
were calculated using carbon sputtering yields. Most of the photoresist must be left on the
sample so the time to sputter only 2-3 monolayers were calculated. From this calculation
processing time was determined for each combination of angle, energy and gas species used.





In Equation 3.10 D is the depth to be sputtered, ρat is the atomic density of the material
to be sputtered, e is elementary charge, Y is the sputtering yield and J is the current seen
by the Faraday cup.
It can be seen that at high angles of incidence the sputtering rate increases then abruptly
decreases to zero at 90◦. It was sought to use this as an advantage. By setting the target at
higher angles of incidence, any bump in the sidewall of the trench will have a greater time
of exposure to ion bombardment along with a higher sputtering yield. This gives any LER
a greater chance of being hit by an ion and being removed from the feature.
Since the features in today’s microchips are patterened mainly at 90◦ angles. This allows
for ion bombardment to greatly affect features in only one plane. While trench walls are
being bombarded, features perpendicular are receiving little ion bombardment due to their
orientation to the ion beam. Critical dimension loss is also minimized due to the amount of




4.1 LER Experiment Overview
The Line Edge Roughness (LER) experimental facility is an experiment conducted by the
Center for Plasma Material Interactions (CPMI) at the University of Illinois. The LER
experiment can be divided into separate parts: the vacuum and gas system, the stepper
motor and controller, and the ion source.
4.2 Vacuum and Gas System
The vacuum and gas delivery system are crucial to the LER experiment as ion bombardment
is the main way of reducing LER studied at the CPMI. The chamber is a stainless steel
vacuum chamber. It has a mostly cylindrical shape with ports coming out of the cylinder
as shown in Figure 4.1
Unseen is another 6” port on the opposite side of the chamber along with a 1.33” port
used as a gas inlet.
The 8” port on the top of the chamber houses the Veeco 3cm ion source with filament
neutralizer, see Figure 4.1. The 10” ports are filled with an add-a-door, and a turbo pump.
The volume of the chamber is 24145 cm3. The LER chamber is equiped with a convectron
gauge and a hot filament ionization gauge. On the two ports in the middle of the picture
are two rotatable feedthroughs, the bottom most with a stepper motor attached. Also on




Figure 4.1: (a) A photograph of the LER chamber. (b) Schematic of the LER chamber.
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Figure 4.2: Schematic of the gas system.
The gas and vacuum systems are shown in Figure 4.2. The vacuum chamber is pumped
by a Leybold Trivac D164. This rotary vane pump is able to pump 6.32 L
s
of air and on this
chamber can achieve an ultimate pressure of 10’s of mTorr. The turbo pump is a Pfeiffer
TMU 071P. This pump is capable of a pumping rate of 58.99 L
s
. The ultimate pressure of
the LER chamber is 1*10−7 Torr. This low pressure allows for clean processing conditions.
The gas system to the ion source is a simple setup consisting of a source gas bottle, a
ball valve and a needle valve that connect to the ion source. In order to vent the chamber,
a separate ball valve and a 3 way ball valve are used. The three way ball valve allows the
ion source to run on the vent gas without having to take the gas line off.
The needle valve is used for precise control of the gas species being used. The needle
valve can be used to regulate the pressure at increments of less than 1*10−5 Torr. This
capability allows us to finely control the ion source current and process pressure.
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Number of Leads 6
4.3 Stepper Motor and Controller
One of the key pieces of the chamber is the precise position and time control of the stepper
motor and controller. In the LER experiment, it is of the utmost importance to be able
to control the orientation and time of sample exposure to the ion beam. If the orientation
of the sample is off, then the ions will not be traveling parallel or even close to parallel to
the trenches. Time control is also key to processing our samples. If too much photoresist
is sputtered away, there will not be enough for the following processes to make a viable
device. If enough time is not allowed, there will be no significant reduction in LER, as too
little material will be removed. The stepper motor is controlled through the stepper motor
controller via a computer. The stepper motor is a Lin Engineering unipolar stepper motor
model number 5718X-01. The specifications are found in Table 4.1.
This stepper motor provides enough holding power to easily hold our sample and allows
for a very quick rotation of the sample. The stepper motor controller is a UHV Design
PSMCC1 stepper motor control center. The stepper motor controller specifications are listed
in Table 4.2. The stepper motor controller program is called the Programmable Single-Axis
Stepper Motor Control Centre and is from UHV Design. The stepper motor provides us
with a precision of 1.8◦, for excellent positioning repeatability.
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Table 4.2: UHV Stepper Motor Controller Specifications [46]
Stepper Motor Controller Specifications
Compatibility Stepper motors with NEMA 17, 23 and 34
(limited to 3.5 amps and 42 volts)
Front Panel Facilities Mains On/Off, Emergency Stop, Start and Jog Lemo style connector
Jog Facility Optional Remote, hand held , jog controller
Rear Panel Facilities IEC Mains input, Interlock 9 pin “D” connector,
Motor Lemo style connector. PC 9 pin“D” interface connector,
Output 9 pin “D” connector and Input 9 pin “D” connector
Driver MOSFET driver: Providing 3.5 amps per phase at 42 volts
and microstepping up to 50800 steps per revolution
Controller Microsoft Windows
4.4 Broad Beam Ion Source
The heart and soul of this experiment is the Veeco 3 cm broad beam ion source. This ion
source uses a tungsten filament cathode to produce excess electrons and start the discharge
within the discharge chamber. The diameter of the cathode filament is 0.25 mm. The
cathode filament is wound helically and supported by posts in the discharge chamber. The
discharge chamber consists of a cylinder that is used as the anode. The anode is surrounded
by pole pieces that produce a magnetic field that force the electrons to follow lengthy paths
before reaching the anode. This allows for a longer electron path length and an increased
probability of ionizing collisions with gas atoms in the chamber. Figure 4.3 shows us a
diagram of the source and the power inputs into the source [48]. Ions are drawn from the
center 80% of the discharge chamber by a set of screen grids. The first screen grid is at
cathode potential. This grid takes ions from the discharge; these ions are then accelerated
by the accelerator grid. The anode may be +1000 V relative to ground and the target
potential. The accelerator grid may be as much as -1000 V relative to anode potential. The
accelerator voltage also keeps the electrons from the neutralizer filament from streaming
back into the discharge chamber. The acceleration/deceleration process increases ion beam
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Figure 4.3: A cutaway diagram of the Veeco 3cm DC ion source [48].
current. The screen grids used in the apparatus have a small grid that allows for large current
densities at 1000 eV energies. The neutralizer is a tungsten filament the same diameter as
the cathode filament and is outside of the ion source housing. The neutralizer filament works
by thermionic emission to provide electrons to anything in the line of sight of the filament.
These electrons keep ions from building a potential on insulating surfaces by providing extra
negative charges.
The ion source in this apparatus is controlled by a Veeco MPS 3000 FC Power Supply.






























Table 4.3: Specifications for the components of the MPS 3000 power supply. [49]
MPS 3000 FC Power Supply Specifications
Power Supply Specifications
Cathode Current Supply 0-20 A AC, 875 W
Discharge Voltage Supply 0-150 V DC, 300 W, 6 A Max
Beam Voltage Supply 0-1200 V DC, 300 W Max, 300 mA Max
Accelerator Voltage Supply 0-1000 V DC, 30 W Max, 100 mA Max
Neutralizer Current Supply 0-15 A AC, 450 W
power supply takes single phase 250 V AC power. Out of this power supply, the ion source
receives power to the cathode, anode, accelerator, and neutralizer. The specifications for the
power supply are found in Table 4.3.
All of these power supplies together allow the ion source to operate with beam energies
from 0 - 1200 eV and ion currents greater than 10 mA
cm2
when using Ar as the source gas. This
allows for the precise control of incident sputter flux.
4.5 Internal Setup
The internal setup of the LER chamber is an important thing to understand as all of the
components in the system must work together. Shown in Figure 4.5 is a picture of the
inside of the LER chamber and diagrams of the inside of the LER chamber. The shutter
and Faraday Cup are important parts of the experiment. The shutter allows the ion beam
to warm up and precise time control of sample exposure to the ion beam, and the Faraday
Cup provides ion flux information. The shutter moves by way of a rotatable feedthrough
that is hand controlled from the outside of the chamber. The combination shutter and
Faraday Cup also allows our experiments to be more repeatable by giving a quick way to
turn on and off the ion flux to the sample and being able to calculate the ion flux to sputter
the same amount of material. The Faraday Cup in the LER chamber is made using eV
Parts R©by Kimball Physics. There are two plates electrically and physically separated by
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Figure 4.5: A picture of the inside of the LER chamber.
alumina insulators. Both plates have holes with a diameter of 0.16 cm. The bottom plate
has a stainless steel tube with an ID of 0.635 cm and a length of 4 cm. This assures that
the aspect ratioof the length of the tube to the hole diameter is large is needed to ensure
that all secondary electrons are reabsorbed by the tube and the signal from the Faraday
cup is giving the actual current, not an enhanced current due to also reading the secondary
electron emission. The current amounts collected by the Faraday cup are read via a Keithley
Instruments 6485 picoamnmeter. The sample stage is on the end a rotatable feedthrough
with a vacuum compatible u-joint and the above mentioned stepper motor and stepper motor
controller attached to it. The angular adjustment is provided by a rectangular prism of Al
that has been machined to have two vertical holes and a slit in the middle. The vertical
holes fit onto two 4-40 3” screws. The angle of incidence is controlled by turning nuts on the
screws. This moves the Al block up and down and changes the incident angle. The slit in
the Al block holds the end of the u-joint connected to the sample stage. This setup allows




In order to get meaningful results, there must be a process that is adhered to time and
time again in order to have accurate repeatable results. After receiving the 10” wafers from
Intel, they must be broken up into smaller samples. Each wafer has a 6x6 to 7x8 grid of
∼1x2 mm ellipses that have been patterend and exposed by Intel. A scribe mark is made
that isolates the samples from the rest of the wafer, then the edges are nipped off using
glass running and nipping pliers. This leaves the grid of samples all still attached together.
From here taking care to remember where the notch on the wafer was originally located,
as all the features are lined up parallel to this notch mark, the grid is cut into rows using
the same procedure. Then marking according to the notch mark, each sample is cleaved
from the rows and put into 1” sample holders using a grid notation to keep track of their
original position. The samples that are processed are put into the LER chamber one at a
time making sure that they are positioned in the correct orientation with respect to the ion
source. After pumping down into the 10−7 Torr range, the sample is ready to be processed.
Making sure the shutter is covering the sample, a stable gas flow rate is established, and
the MPS 3000 Power Supply is turned on and set to the appropriate parameters. After a
stable beam is established, a current measurement from the Faraday Cup is taken and time
needed for processing is ascertained using a TRIM sputtering yield and the ion flux from the
Faraday cup. At this point the nuetralizer current is increased until the nuetralizer emission
current display and the accelerator current display read the same number. This provides
enough electrons that the sample does not charge positive from the ion bombardment and
repel or divert incoming ions. The shutter is moved out of the way and the stepper motor
program is started simultaneously. This ensures proper processing time. When the stepper
motor begins to move after 180◦ of rotation, the shutter is once again placed above the
sample. The ion source is then turned off and the sample taken out of the chamber. The
sample is taken across the street to Frederick Seitz Materials Research Laboratory (MRL)
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where the processed sample and an adjacent sample are sputter coated in 1-1.3 nm of 40%
Au-60% Pd, and then viewed in a Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM). The sputter coating
prevents charge buildup on samples to produce clearer images. The two microscopes used
during the course of these experiments were a Hitachi S-4700 and a Hitachi S-4800. The
accelerating voltage must be kept low in order to limit the resist shrinking under electron
exposure. Common parameters used were 1 kV acceleration and 20 µA electron current.
Once the microscope is focused, the approximate center of the exposed ellipse is found. At
a magnification of 80,000x at least 5 images are taken from this area of the sample. These
images are then analyzed using the LWR feature of the Hitachi Terminal PC program.
Using the Hitachi software is outlined in the software manual reference [25]. After selecting
the LWR feature, the LER.wir file needs to be uploaded in order to retain continuity for all
measurements, the LER.wir file parameters can be seen in the Appendix A. Figure 4.6 shows
the setup and results from the Terminal PC program. Figure 4.6(a) shows how to align the
search boxes used by the Terminal PC program with the features of interest. Figure 4.6(b)
shows the output taken from the Terminal PC program. The top right corner returns the
3σ, 3σ‘ and the Max-Min measurements. The line across the bottom of the image shows the
brightness of the image at that place in the image. It is from this that the program can find
the edge of features.
The Terminal PC program uses the contrast ratio of the image to find the edges of
features. An extrapolated line is then drawn through these points. The deviations from
this line are then taken into account and the 3σ parameter is taken from these points as
the third standard deviation from the line. To get the 3σ’ value, the largest and smallest
values are deleted from the measurement [25]. The Min-Max is also shown, this parameter
is the difference between the smallest set of points and the largest set of points. The points
on the feature are then used in a Fourier analysis to see at which wavelength the roughness
dominates. From Fourier analysis, it can be determined whether a sputtering approach to




Figure 4.6: (a) Screenshot of the Hitachi Terminal PC program before measurements are





The experiments for this process started in a focused ion beam facility. While processing
samples with a focused ion beam and no neutralizer, processing times became overly lengthy.
Beam characteristics for the focused ion beam are a spot size of 2 mm, incidence angle of
70◦ and a maximum current of 0.5 to 1 µA. Processing times were on the order of hours
for the non-neutralized focused ion beam. The large processing time is attributed to charge
buildup on the sample. Such lengthy times are not viable in the industry.
To shorten processing times, processing began in a different setup with a wide beam
ion source and a neutralizer. The neutralizer was used to negate charge buildup that was
thought to be the cause of such large processing times in the focused ion beam. Using an
ion source with a higher current and a neutralizer, processing times per sample fell from
hours to seconds. While this process would still have to be rastered across a wafer or scaled
up in order to process whole wafers at one time, the processing times are within industrial
standards.
When processing samples without rotation, it was seen that the features were only being
smoothed on one side. Figure 5.1 shows an example of this. Notice the visually apparent
smoothness of the left side of the feature in contrast to the roughness of the right side. This
was determined to be caused by a slight alignment error. The features of the exposed regions
are not perfectly perpendicular to the lattice structure of the Si substrate. As a result there
is a 5◦ to 10◦ misalignment of the ion beam relative to the features on the sample. In order
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Figure 5.1: Image of a feature processed without rotation.
to alleviate this effect, a 180◦ rotation was implemented in the process. After rotation was
added as a processing step, processed samples became uniform on both edges of the feature.
Compare Figure 5.1 to Figure 5.2(b).
5.2 Results from Terminal PC Program
SEM images from a processed and an unprocessed sample, shown in Figure 5.2 were examined
using the Hitachi Terminal PC program. Figure 5.3 shows the same images after they have
been analyzed by the Hitachi Terminal PC program. Refer back to Figure 4.6(b) for a
screen shot of output from the Hitachi Terminal PC program. Note the tick marks lining
the features of the image and the LWR numbers in the top right hand corner and listed in





Figure 5.2: (a) SEM image of an unprocessed sample and a (b) processed sample.
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(a) Analyzed unprocessed image
(b) Analyzed processed image
Figure 5.3: The same images as Figure 5.2 after being analyzed using the Terminal PC
program.
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Table 5.1: Select results from the Hitachi Terminal PC Program
500 eV Ne at 85◦ 3 s per side Unprocessed
Image Number 3σ 3σ′ Min-Max 3σ 3σ′ Min-Max
1 4.2 4.38 6.48 8.7 6.7 10.9
2 5.6 4.5 6.6 10.3 8.3 12.5
3 5.9 4.5 7.4 10.4 8.4 11.7
4 6.8 5.1 8.2 9.2 7.5 10.5
5 5.1 4.1 5.8 9.9 8.3 10.6
6 5.4 4.5 6.2 10.1 8 12.3
Mean 5.5 4.38 6.48 9.77 7.87 11.42
Stand Dev 0.86 0.5 1.23 0.67 0.66 0.87
Results from the experiments were taken from the Hitachi Terminal PC program. Ta-
ble 5.1 shows some results from the Terminal PC Program for one processed sample and one
unprocessed sample. The remainder of the data from the experiments can be found in later
in this section and on the attached DVD. There is also output from the Hitachi program in
the form of a .rmsr file. This file contains the coordinates of the edges of the features found
in the Terminal PC program. Fourier analysis is then preformed on these coordinates.
5.3 Fourier Analysis
Another important aspect of the LWR is the period or wavelength of the roughness. To find
this, the .rmsr output of the Terminal PC program was analyzed with Fourier analysis. This
analysis tells at which wavelength the roughness is found and gives the power spectral densi-
ties. The power spectral densities show at which wavelength the LWR is most or least severe.
Shorter wavelength LWR is attributed to molecules not being removed from the sidewall of
the feature. This short wavelength roughness will have a wavelength on the order of 10 nm.
Longer scale roughness comes from PAG inhomogeneity in the photoresist along with inter-




Figure 5.4: (a)Graph of Fourier power vs. wavelength an unprocessed and a processed
sample. (b) Graph of LWR roughness up to and including wavelength for an unprocessed
and a processed sample. This is the integral of the Fourier power in Figure 5.4(a).
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an unprocessed and a processed sample is shown in Figures 5.4(a) and 5.4(b). The analysis
was done on 6 images that were taken randomly from the center of the exposed area of the
sample for both the processed and unprocessed samples. The power spectral density shown
in Figure 5.4(a) shows that there is a significant addition to LWR at a wavelength of 300
nm and greater. From Figure 5.4(b), it is seen that there is a significant difference between
the processed and unprocessed samples between the wavelengths of 50 and 250 nm.
5.4 Discussion
5.4.1 Sample Analysis
This section will discuss all samples looked at in the course of this work one at a time. All
image files can be found with the attached DVD.
Table 5.2: Samples 10 and 00. Sample 10 processed with a 500 eV Ar beam at 85◦ for 3 s
per side.
500 eV Ar at 85◦ 3 s per side (10) Unprocessed (00)
Image Number 3σ 3σ′ Min-Max 3σ 3σ′ Min-Max
1 14.4 13.5 22.3 12.8 12 20
2 14.4 13.3 24 12.6 11.6 21.2
3 12.7 11.7 21.9 10.9 10.2 16.5
4 12.7 11.8 20.1 14.1 13.3 21.3
5 17.2 16.2 25.2 10.3 9.6 16
6 12.8 11.8 21.3 12 11.2 18.8
Mean 14.03 13.05 22.47 12.12 11.32 18.97
Stand Dev 1.75 1.74 1.85 1.37 1.32 2.3
Table 5.2 shows the data for the very first experiment processed in the dedicated LER
chamber with the wide beam ion source and neutralizer. The images taken from this sample
can be found in Figure 5.5. Looking at this data shows there is a distinct roughening when
compared to the unprocessed sample found beside it.
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(a) Processed sample (b) Unprocessed sample
(c) Cross Section of Processed Sample
Figure 5.5: (a) SEM image of sample 10 (processed) (b) 00 (unprocessed) sample (c) Cross
sectional image of sample 10. Sample 10 processed with a 500 eV Ar beam at 85◦ for 3 s
per side.
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(a) Processed sample (b) Unprocessed sample
(c) Cross Section of Processed Sample
Figure 5.6: (a) SEM image of sample 30 (processed) (b) 20 (unprocessed) sample (c) Cross
sectional image of sample 30. Sample 30 processed with a 1000 eV Ar at 85◦ for 3 s per side.
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Table 5.3: Samples 30 and 20. Sample 30 processed with a 1000 eV Ar at 85◦ for 3 s per
side.
1000 eV Ar at 85◦ 3 s per side (30) Unprocessed (20)
Image Number 3σ 3σ′ Min-Max 3σ 3σ′ Min-Max
1 8.5 8.1 12.2 7.5 7 1.7
2 9.2 8.6 14.3 11.2 9.8 21.1
3 11.1 10 19.1 17.4 16.4 25.8
4 7.4 6.9 11.1 9.2 7.7 12.2
5 8.6 7.9 13.8 9.1 8.5 14.8
6 8.9 8.3 14.3 8.7 8.1 13.5
Mean 8.95 8.3 14.3 10.35 9.58 16.52
Stand Dev 1.22 1.01 2.75 3.67 3.47 5.68
Table 5.3 and Figure 5.6 show data and representative images of the next set of samples
to be processed and analyzed. In this sample the energy of the ion beam was changed to
1000 eV, all other variables were kept the same as the previous experiment. Both of these
samples have lower LWRs than found in samples 00 and 10. Just looking at the images of
the samples shows the unprocessed sample to have a higher LWR. There are many noticeable
protrusions from the sides of the features. There is also an artifact of the SEM shown by
inflections across the features of the image.
Table 5.4: Samples 50 and 40. Sample 50 processed with a 500 eV Ne beam at 85◦ for 3 s
per side.
500 eV Ne at 85◦ 3 s per side (50) Unprocessed (40)
Image Number 3σ 3σ′ Min-Max 3σ 3σ′ Min-Max
1 4.2 3.6 4.7 8.7 6.7 10.9
2 5.6 4.5 6.6 10.3 8.3 12.5
3 5.9 4.5 7.4 10.4 8.4 11.7
4 6.8 5.1 8.2 9.2 7.5 10.5
5 5.1 4.1 5.8 9.9 8.3 10.6
6 5.4 4.5 6.2 10.1 8 12.3
Mean 5.5 4.39 6.49 9.77 7.87 11.42
Stand Dev 0.86 0.5 1.23 0.67 0.66 0.87
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In this processing run, the gas species was changed from Ar to Ne and the energy was
lowered to 500 eV. Figure 5.7 show a large difference in LWR from just inspection. These
expectations are reflected in the data in Table 5.4. The extremely low 3σ‘ LWR value of
4.39 nm for the set of images shows great improvement over the previous two processing
runs. This set also shows almost a 3.5 nm reduction in overall LWR. Also note the small
standard deviations between both the processed and the unprocessed image sets. Looking at
Figure 5.8 shows that there is a decrease in LWR from 0 to 1000 nm in wavelength. Looking
at the Fourier Power at each wavelength also shows a reduction in LWR until 1000 nm with
the greatest difference being from 150 to 350 nm.
Table 5.5: Samples 70 and 60. Sample 70 processed with a 1000 eV Ne beam at 85◦ for 3 s
per side.
1000 eV Ne at 85◦ 3 s per side (70) Unprocessed (60)
Image Number 3σ 3σ′ Min-Max 3σ 3σ′ Min-Max
1 18.3 17.5 24.6 11.5 10.7 17.9
2 10 9.3 16.1 11.6 10.8 18
3 12.4 11.5 19 17.8 16.8 25.8
4 9.9 9.2 15.7 13.9 13.8 20.1
5 10.3 9.5 16.9 12.6 11.6 20.9
6 10.6 9.9 16.3 14.5 13.8 21.7
Mean 11.92 11.17 18.1 13.67 12.92 20.73
Stand Dev 3.26 3.23 3.39 2.37 2.36 2.92
For the next processing run the gas species and angle were kept the same, Ne as the
gas species and 85◦ as the angle of incidence. The energy was raised to 1000 eV. In this
case by inspection, both the processed and unprocessed images, Figure 5.9, do not show a
large difference in LWR by inspection. The unprocessed image, however, appears to have
a larger feature thickness than the processed sample. In this series of images there was a
slight reduction of LWR on the order of 2 nm, see Table 5.5. This reduction is less than
the standard deviation of the processed and the unprocessed image sets. This makes the
relevance of the LWR reduction questionable. Figure 5.10 shows LWR reduction from 0 until
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(a) Processed sample (b) Unprocessed sample
(c) Cross Section of Processed Sample
Figure 5.7: (a) SEM image of sample 50 (processed) (b) 40 (unprocessed) sample (c) Cross
sectional image of sample 50. Sample 50 processed with a 500 eV Ne beam at 85◦ for 3 s
per side.
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(a) LWR up to the wavelength (b) Fourier Power at a given wavelength
Figure 5.8: (a) LWR of Samples 40 and 50 (nm) (b) The Fourier Power of Samples 40 and
50. Sample 50 processed with a 500 eV Ne beam at 85◦ for 3 s per side.
500 nm. After 500 nm the processed sample actually is slightly rougher than the unprocessed
sample. The Fourier Power shows that from 100 to 150 nm the magnitude of the roughness
is very close to the same, after which the processed sample is rougher that the non processed
sample.
Table 5.6: Samples 11 and 01. Sample 11 processed with a 500 eV Ne beam at 60◦ for 5 s
per side.
500 eV Ne at 60◦ 5 s per side (11) Unprocessed (01)
Image Number 3σ 3σ′ Min-Max 3σ 3σ′ Min-Max
1 9.2 8.7 14 11.2 10.5 16.8
2 10 9.4 15.1 9.9 9.3 15.3
3 11.7 10.9 18.3 11.6 11.6 20.1
4 10 9.2 15.1 10.6 10.1 15.2
5 10.4 9.9 15.1 10.6 10 15.7
6 11.5 10.7 17.5 11.3 10.6 17.2
Mean 10.47 9.8 15.85 10.87 10.35 16.72
Stand Dev 0.96 0.87 1.66 0.62 0.77 1.95
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(a) Processed sample (b) Unprocessed sample
(c) Cross Section of Processed Sample
Figure 5.9: (a) SEM image of sample 70 (processed) (b) 60 (unprocessed) sample (c) Cross
sectional image of sample 70. Sample 70 processed with a 1000 eV Ne beam at 85◦ for 3 s
per side.
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(a) LWR up to the wavelength (b) Fourier Power at a given wavelength
Figure 5.10: (a) LWR of Samples 60 and 70 (nm) (b) The Fourier Power of Samples 60 and
70. Sample 70 processed with a 1000 eV Ne beam at 85◦ for 3 s per side.
For the next four samples the angle of incidence was changed to 60◦. For this sample in
particular, the gas species is Ne and the energy is 500 eV. Figure 5.11 shows no discernable
difference between the processed and the unprocessed samples. Table 5.6 shows the data
taken from the next sample that was processed. The data taken from the Hitachi Terminal
PC program shows a slight but statistically insignificant difference between both the 3σ and
the 3σ′ values. Figure 5.12 shows that LWR reduction occurs from 50 nm up through 1000
nm, with the final reduction being slightly greater than 1 nm. The Fourier Power shows
these results also, notice the similar values between 0 and 50 nm followed by the processed
sample having lower or roughly equal Fourier Power numbers after that.
Table 5.7 and Figure 5.13 show the next set of samples and their corresponding data.
Sample 31 was processed at a 60◦ angle of incidence, with Ne at 1000 eV for 3 s per side.
The data in table 5.7 shows an increase in LWR from the processed to the unprocessed
sample. This is further shown in Figure 5.14. The LWR is greater in the processed than
the unprocessed from 0 until 1000 nm, with the difference at 1000 nm being nearly 5 nm.
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(a) Processed sample (b) Unprocessed sample
(c) Cross Section of Processed Sample
Figure 5.11: (a) SEM image of sample 11 (processed) (b) 10 (unprocessed) sample (c) Cross
sectional image of sample 11. Sample 11 processed with a 500 eV Ne beam at 60◦ for 5 s
per side.
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(a) LWR up to the wavelength (b) Fourier Power at a given wavelength
Figure 5.12: (a) LWR of Samples 11 and 10 (nm) (b) The Fourier Power of Samples 10 and
00. Sample 11 processed with a 500 eV Ne beam at 60◦ for 5 s per side.
(a) Processed sample (b) Unprocessed sample
Figure 5.13: (a) SEM image of sample 31 (processed) (b) 21 (unprocessed) sample. Sample
31 processed with a 1000 eV Ne beam at 60◦ for 3 s per side.
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Table 5.7: Samples 31 and 21. Sample 31 processed with a 1000 eV Ne beam at 60◦ for 3 s
per side.
1000 eV Ne at 60◦ 3 s per side (31) Unprocessed (21)
Image Number 3σ 3σ′ Min-Max 3σ 3σ′ Min-Max
1 10.5 9.4 18.5 11.1 10.2 18.4
2 12.6 11.9 18.3 10.6 9.8 17.9
3 9.8 9.1 16.1 9.4 8.8 14.5
4 10.4 9.7 16.8 10.7 6.8 12.5
5 14.3 13.1 24.2 7.4 6.8 12.5
Mean 11.52 10.64 18.78 9.84 9.12 15.9
Stand Dev 1.88 1.76 3.19 1.5 1.4 2.44
The Fourier Power shows this increase clearly with the processed sample LWR being greater
than the unprocessed sample LWR almost all throughout the 1 to 1000 nm range.
Table 5.8: Samples 51 and 41. Sample 51 processed with a 500 eV Ar beam at 60◦ for 5 s
per side.
500 eV Ar at 60◦ 5 s per side (51) Unprocessed (41)
Image Number 3σ 3σ′ Min-Max 3σ 3σ′ Min-Max
1 9.8 9.2 14.6 12.3 11.4 19.5
2 10.6 9.9 16.7 12.3 11.6 18
3 9.8 9.2 14.5 10.3 9.8 15.2
4 10.2 9.6 15.4 12.1 11.3 18.3
5 10 9.3 15.9 11.2 10.7 14.7
6 9.5 9 13 11.1 10.4 17.1
Mean 9.82 9.2 15.02 11.55 10.87 17.13
Stand Dev 0.71 0.65 1.29 0.81 0.69 1.86
Sample 51 was processed with a 500 eV Ar beam at a 60◦ angle of incidence for 5 s per
side. When compared to sample 41 the data in Table 5.8 shows a significant reduction in
LWR with a standard deviation for both the processed and the unprocessed of less than 1
nm. The processed sample shows most of the LWR reduction from 250 to 1000 nm. This
is also shown in Figure 5.16 by the Fourier power of the LWR. The overlapping processed
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(a) LWR up to the wavelength (b) Fourier Power at a given wavelength
Figure 5.14: (a) LWR of Samples 31 and 21 (nm) (b) The Fourier Power of Samples 31 and
21. Sample 31 processed with a 1000 eV Ne beam at 60◦ for 3 s per side.
(a) Processed sample (b) Unprocessed sample
Figure 5.15: (a) SEM image of sample 51 (processed) (b) 41 (unprocessed) sample. Sample
51 processed with a 500 eV Ar beam at 60◦ for 5 s per side.
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(a) LWR up to the wavelength (b) Fourier Power at a given wavelength
Figure 5.16: (a) LWR of Samples 41 and 51 (nm) (b) The Fourier Power of Samples 41 and
51. Sample 51 processed with a 500 eV Ar beam at 60◦ for 5 s per side.
and unprocessed lines before 150 nm show there is no significant reductions at these lower
wavelengths. The processed Fourier Power at 250 nm is then less than the processed Fourier
Power, this is where the reduction must come from. Longer wavelengths are also where the
other techniques, discussed in Chapter 2, are lacking.
Table 5.9: Samples 71 and 61. Sample 71 processed with a 1000 eV Ne beam at 60◦ for 2 s
per side.
1000 eV Ar at 60◦ 2 s per side (71) Unprocessed (61)
Image Number 3σ 3σ′ Min-Max 3σ 3σ′ Min-Max
1 5.9 5.5 9.5 10.5 9.9 15.8
2 5.6 5.2 8.7 8.9 8.3 14.9
3 6.9 6.4 11.3 12 10.9 20.8
4 8.6 7.9 14.4 11.4 10.5 18.6
5 6.3 5.7 10.2 12 11.3 18
6 5.6 5.3 9 10.4 9.6 17.1
Mean 6.48 6 10.52 10.87 10.08 17.53
Stand Dev 1.15 1.02 2.12 1.19 1.07 2.1
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(a) Processed sample (b) Unprocessed sample
Figure 5.17: (a) SEM image of sample 71 (processed) (b) 61 (unprocessed) sample. Sample
71 processed with a 1000 eV Ne beam at 60◦ for 2 s per side.
(a) LWR up to the wavelength (b) Fourier Power at a given wavelength
Figure 5.18: (a) LWR of Samples 61 and 71 (nm) (b) The Fourier Power of Samples 61 and
71. Sample 71 processed with a 1000 eV Ne beam at 60◦ for 2 s per side.
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Processing parameters for sample 71 are a 1000 eV Ar beam at a 60◦ angle of incidence.
Table 5.9 shows a significant reduction in LWR in the processed sample when compared to
the unprocessed sample. The values shown are well beyond the standard deviation of either
of the numbers suggesting that the reduction in LWR has statistical significance. This is
backed up by the data shown in Figure 5.18. The processed Fourier Power is well below the
unprocessed values for almost the entire range with a downturn past 500 nm, compared to
the steady rise in the unprocessed sample’s LWR past 500 nm.
Table 5.10: Samples 12 and 02. Sample 12 processed with a 500 eV Ne beam at 15◦ for 3 s
per side.
500 eV Ne beam at 15◦ top down for 3 s per side (12) Unprocessed (02)
Image Number 3σ 3σ′ Min-Max 3σ 3σ′ Min-Max
1 8.2 7.5 13.4 17.7 16.7 26.7
2 9.4 8.8 15 20.9 19.9 29.1
3 10.6 10 15.5 7.1 6.7 10.9
4 11.4 10.8 16.7 8.1 7.6 12.2
5 11.3 10.5 18.2 8.7 8.2 13.5
6 8.4 7.9 13.3 7.8 7.1 13.4
Mean 9.88 9.25 15.35 11.72 11.03 17.63
Stand Dev 1.42 1.39 1.9 5.98 5.74 8.04
Sample 12 was processed with a 500 eV Ne beam at a 15 degree angle of incidence. This
test was performed to see if a top down approach was more successful at reducing LWR than
a glancing angle. An increase of LWR was seen when analyzed with the Hitachi program.
This is shown in Table 5.10. The standard deviation for the unprocessed sample is also
very large which suggests a non-optimal exposure during a lithography step. When the data
from the .rmsr files is analyzed using a Fourier analysis however, a slight decrease in LER is
shown. When looking at the The Fourier Power of the processed and the unprocessed sample,
it is seen that the reduction in LWR comes mainly at smaller wavelengths of roughness.
Smoothing at these wavelengths can be done by other processes.
It was decided that there wasn’t anything to be gained by using a non-grazing angle of
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(a) Processed sample (b) Unprocessed sample
Figure 5.19: (a) SEM image of sample 12 (processed) (b) 02 (unprocessed) sample. Sample
12 processed with a 500 eV Ne beam at 15◦ for 3 s per side.
(a) LWR up to the wavelength (b) Fourier Power at a given wavelength
Figure 5.20: (a) LWR of Samples 02 and 12 (nm) (b) The Fourier Power of Samples 02 and
12. Sample 12 processed with a 500 eV Ne beam at 15◦ for 3 s per side.
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Table 5.11: Samples 32 and 22. Sample 32 processed with a 500 eV Ne beam at 75◦ for 3 s
per side.
500 eV Ne at 75◦ for 3 s per side (32) Unprocessed (22)
Image Number 3σ 3σ′ Min-Max 3σ 3σ′ Min-Max
1 10.3 9.5 16.5 9.3 8.6 15
2 8.4 7.8 13.3 8.1 7.5 13.2
3 9.4 8.9 13.4 9 8.3 14.5
4 9.9 9.2 15.8
5 10.4 9.6 16.8
Mean 9.68 9 15.16 8.8 8.13 14.23
Stand Dev 0.82 0.72 1.69 0.52 0.57 0.93
incidence. For the remainder of the samples only a grazing incidence was used. Sample
32 was processed using a 500 eV Ne beam with an angle of incidence of 75◦ for 3 s per
side. Using this configuration, an increase in LWR occured. The LWR was raised from
8.13 nm to 9 nm. This increase in LWR could be a result of the SEMs obtained from the
unprocessed sample. They don’t have a sharp and distinct line on the edge of the features.
This can lead the Hitachi program to calculate values smoother than they are in reality.
Fourier analysis was not performed on this set of images due to the possible inaccuracy in
the Hitachi measurements.
For the next processing run, a beam 1000 eV Ne beam at 75◦ for 3 s per side. Using
this beam configuration a reduction in LWR from 10.17 to 7.72 occured. This reduction
is statistically significant as it falls outside of the standard deviations of the LWR values.
When the data is analyzed using an F-test it is shown that the processing was significant at
the 17.9% level, not the the 5% level, which is the accepted standard. See Figure 5.12 for the
data taken from the Hitachi program. The Fourier analysis results shown in Figure 5.23 also
shows this reduction. The Fourier power shows the majority of the LWR reduction comes
at a wavelength of 500 nm. This is again where our technique has an advantage over the
other techniques used to smooth LWR.
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(a) Processed sample (b) Unprocessed sample
Figure 5.21: (a) SEM image of sample 32 (processed) (b) 22 (unprocessed) sample. Sample
32 processed with a 500 eV Ne beam at 75◦ for 3 s per side.
(a) Processed sample (b) Unprocessed sample
Figure 5.22: (a) SEM image of sample 52 (processed) (b) 42 (unprocessed) sample. Sample
52 processed with a 1000 eV Ne beam at 75◦ for 3 s per side.
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(a) LWR up to the wavelength (b) Fourier Power at a given wavelength
Figure 5.23: (a) LWR of Samples 42 and 52 ( (b) The Fourier Power of Samples 42 and 52.
Sample 52 processed with a 1000 eV Ne beam at 75◦ for 3 s per side.
(a) Processed sample (b) Unprocessed sample
Figure 5.24: (a) SEM image of sample 72 (processed) (b) 62 (unprocessed) sample. Sample
72 processed with a 500 eV Ar beam at 75◦ for 3 s per side with no neutralizer.
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Table 5.12: Samples 52 and 42. Sample 52 processed with a 1000 eV Ne beam at 75◦ for 3
s per side.
1000 eV Ne at 75◦ 3 s per side (52) Unprocessed (42)
Image Number 3σ 3σ′ Min-Max 3σ 3σ′ Min-Max
1 8.1 7.6 12.8 10.2 9.5 16.1
2 9 8.5 13.8 8.5 7.9 13.8
3 8 7.5 12.1 11.3 10.5 18.1
4 6.6 6.1 10.5 10.9 10.4 15.8
5 9 8.5 13.3 11.1 10.4 16.6
6 8.6 8.1 13.1 13.2 12.3 20.4
Mean 8.22 7.72 12.6 10.87 10.17 16.8
Stand Dev 0.9 0.9 1.17 1.53 1.44 2.24
Table 5.13: Samples 72 and 62. Sample 72 processed with a 500 eV Ar beam at 75◦ for 3 s
per side with no neutralizer.
500 eV Ar at 75◦ 3 s per side, no neutralizer (72) Unprocessed (62)
Image Number 3σ 3σ′ Min-Max 3σ 3σ′ Min-Max
1 11.7 10.7 20.0 12.2 11.4 18.7
2 15.6 14.2 27.0 12.1 11.4 18.5
3 12.8 12.1 18.6 18.7 18.1 23.5
4 15.4 14.3 29.8 11.1 10.5 16.6
5 19.8 18.6 29.8 11.1 10.3 18.1
6 12.7 11.6 21.7 9.9 9.3 14.7
Mean 14.67 13.58 23.55 12.52 11.83 18.35
Stand Dev 2.96 2.85 4.29 3.14 3.17 2.94
This setup used a 500 eV Ar beam with an angle of incidence of 75◦. There wasn’t a
significant increase or decrease in the LWR of the samples. The two LWR values are less
than one nm apart and the smallest standard deviation is 2.39 nm, more than twice the
LWR difference between the processed and the unprocessed sample. The Fourier analysis
shown in Figure 5.25 conflicts with the Hitachi data. Figure 5.25 shows that the processed
sample has a LWR value 2 nm less than the unprocessed sample. The reduction in LWR
occurs from 50 nm to 250 nm and from 500 nm to 1000 nm.
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(a) LWR up to the wavelength (b) Fourier Power at a given wavelength
Figure 5.25: (a) LWR of Samples 62 and 72 (b) The Fourier Power of Samples 62 and 72.
Sample 72 processed with a 500 eV Ar beam at 75◦ for 3 s per side with no neutralizer.
(a) Processed sample (b) Unprocessed sample
Figure 5.26: (a) SEM image of sample 13 (processed) (b) 03 (unprocessed) sample. Sample
13 processed with a 1000 eV Ar beam at 75◦ for 3 s per side with no neutralizer.
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Table 5.14: Samples 13 and 03. Sample 13 processed with a 1000 eV Ar beam at 75◦ for 3
s per side with no neutralizer.
1000 eV Ar at 75◦ 3 s per side (13) Unprocessed (03)
Image Number 3σ 3σ′ Min-Max 3σ 3σ′ Min-Max
1 25.9 24.3 39.2 20.9 19.2 35.2
2 22 20.5 35.7 23.4 21.8 36.9
3 21.4 19.9 33.7 15.5 14.5 23.9
4 19.7 18.6 29.1 18.3 16.9 27.2
5 19.1 17.9 29.3 20.1 18.9 30.7
6 19.4 18.3 28.6 20.1 18.9 30.7
Mean 21.25 19.92 32.6 19.3 17.97 30.05
Stand Dev 2.56 2.37 4.32 2.77 2.55 5.16
Table 5.15: Table showing the LWR reduction due to ion beam angle of incidence. Take
note that the negative reduction at 75◦ is an increase in LWR.
60◦ 75◦ 85◦
LWR Reduction (nm) 1.21 -1.37 1.38
Error (nm) 0.17 0.14 0.4
The final sample was processed using a 1000 eV Ar beam at 75◦ for 3 s per side. Table 5.14
shows the Hitachi data for this particular processing run. The processed images were rougher
than the unprocessed images. Once again the standard deviation both the processed and
the unprocessed samples are within the standard deviations of the other sample. Different
from the previous two samples however is the fact that the Fourier analysis agrees and
the processed sample’s LWR value is greater than the unprocessed sample. This particular
feature set must have been outside of the sweet spot for lithography though as the baseline
LWR is nearly twice as high as previous samples.
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(a) LWR up to the wavelength (b) Fourier Power at a given wavelength
Figure 5.27: (a) LWR of Samples 03 and 13 (b) The Fourier Power of Samples 03 and 13.
Sample 13 processed with a 1000 eV Ar beam at 75◦ for 3 s per side with no neutralizer.
Figure 5.28: Reduction in LWR vs processing angle
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5.4.2 Angular Analysis
By just graphing the data based upon an independent parameter, it was shown in our
experiments that angle of incidence has the most impact upon LWR reduction. Data from
all experiments used in Tables 5.17, 5.16 and 5.15 and their corresponding Figures 5.28, 5.29
and 5.30 can be found above in section 5.4.1. In order to make Figures 5.28, 5.29 and 5.30
and their related tables, the LWR data taken from processed samples was subtracted from
non-processed samples from the next exposed area. This data was then averaged. The
data in 5.28 is the average of all of the 75◦, 60◦ and 85◦ data independent of gas species or
incident ion energy. The data was then plotted to make it easier to visualize. The same
process was used to preliminarily examine the effect of gas species and incident ion energy
upon reduction in line width roughness.
Figure 5.28 and Table 5.15 show the reduction in LWR plotted against process angle.
When compared to gas species and incident ion energy using the method above, angle was
found to have the most profound effect upon LWR. Figure 5.28 shows that at the peak
sputtering yield of about 75◦ the roughness is actually increased by 1.4 nm while on either
side of the peak there is a reduction in LWR of about 1.5 nm. The increase in LWR at 75◦
may be explained by the extremely short sputtering times at the peak of the curve. Where
the sputtering yield is largest, any extra time of exposure to the ion beam will cause more
material to be sputtered. Since the time accuracy is to the nearest second, there is room for
much more material to be sputtered while the shutter is being moved. While the time is a
little less sensitive for the cases of 60◦ and 85◦. The time difference is about 1 second per
side. This can be a monolayer or more difference at the increased sputtering yield.
The non-linear nature of the sputtering curve vs angle also helps to explain the resuslts
seen in Figure 5.28. The sections of the sputtering curve that have a non-zero derivative
show a decrease in LWR while the sections of the sputtering curve that have a zero or nearly
zero derivative show an increase in LWR. In order to preform a more rigorous evaluation of
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Figure 5.29: Reduction in LWR vs gas species.
Table 5.16: Table showing the LWR reduction due to gas species.
Ne Ar
LWR Reduction 0.11 0.96
Error 0.29 0.36
the angular data with ANOVA, described in later sections, more data points will need to be
taken in order to yield a quadratic interpolation.
5.4.3 Energy and Gas Species Analysis
Gas species was found to be a smaller factor than incident angle. When one way ANOVA
was used to analyze the samples according to energy and gas species neither was found to be
statistically significant at the 5% level. Figure 5.29 and Table 5.16 show the LWR removal
when compared to gas species. The heavier gas Ar was shown to produce more removal than
Ne. This is not the case for every specific combination of angle and energy however. For
instance the best case came from a 500 eV Ne beam with an 85◦ angle of incidence.
Energy was also found to have little effect upon LWR removal. Figure 5.30 and Table 5.17
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Figure 5.30: Reduction in LWR vs ion beam energy.
Table 5.17: Table showing the LWR reduction due to ion beam energy.
Ne Ar
LWR Reduction 0.1 0.16
Error 0.37 2.32
show that no significant LWR reduction was found from using 500 eV compared to a 1000
eV ion beam. These results further show that angle is the largest factor studied in LWR
reduction. This is to be expected as exposure time was adjusted to allow for equal removal
of material from the samples.
5.4.4 ANOVA analysis
In conjunction with the method used above, analysis of variance (ANOVA) was also used to
compare the variables and see which had the greatest impact upon LWR reduction. In order
to preform the ANOVA analysis, JMP software was used. JMP is an industrial and proven
software package for statistical analysis [14]. Using JMP, it was found that neither energy
nor gas species as variables when separate or combined passed the null hypothesis. The null
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Table 5.18: Table showing the ANOVA data obtained from JMP.






hypothesis is used to determine if the data is varied enough for ANOVA to be accurately
used. The P value is the probability that you would obtain a t statistic of a given or larger
value. A P value of 0.05 means that 5 times out of 100 there would be a t statistic of a given
value if the null hypothesis is true. This is the generally accepted cutoff point. If the P
value is less than 0.05 then the null hypothesis is void and there is a statistically significant
difference between variables. All of the ANOVA data can be found in Table 5.18.
In the Background chapter several other methods of LWR reduction were introduced, this
paragraph compares these techniques to using a grazing incidence ion beam. The reduction
in LWR is a larger percentage reduction than both the etching and ozonation methods.
The percentage reduction is roughly close to reflow process without the increase in CDs.
The LWR reduction is also in line with the 1-3 nm reduction of Chandhok’s rinsing tech-
nique [9]. The main advantage to this technique is shown by the power spectral density
(PSD) information obtained by the Fourier analysis. The PSD information shows that the
LWR reduction happens between 50 and 250 nm where as the rinsing technique smooths
roughness at wavelengths shorter than 100 nm. This shows using a grazing incidence ion
beam as a very attractive technique for reducing LWR in photoresist especially when used





In order to sustain and extend Moore’s law, Line Edge Roughness (LER) must be reduced
to levels not currently attainable in mass production. LER degrades the performance of all
components in a microchip, effecting transistor gates and interconnects most severely. LER
is passed down the production line from earlier processes in lithography. This makes any step
that reduces LER in earlier processing steps more valuable. The technique presented here
for reducing LER uses a broad ion beam at grazing angles of incidence to ballistically remove
photoresist molecules that cause LER. LER can be caused by nonoptimal exposure during
lithography, the lithographic masks themselves, the photoresist’s chemical makeup and any
processes in between that affects the photoresist. Due to this post exposure processes that
reduce LER are being sought after. Especially processes that smooth long wavelength LER.
This process was shown to be effective and a reduction in LWR was shown overall at
angles of 60◦ and 85◦. Results are shown below in Table 6.1. Using a grazing incidence ion
beam was shown to be independent of gas species or ion beam energy as long as time was
changed to allow the same amount of sputtering.
This process should also be easily scalable into current production lines. Vacuum systems
are already required for lithographic processes, adding a broad beam ion source should be an
easy and effective addition. The technique presented within this work was also shown to be
of the magnitude of other LER reduction techniques, but has the added benefit of yielding
better results at longer wavelengths than other techniques.
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Table 6.1: LWR reduction results from all of the experiments. Please note that a negative
number in the LWR Reduction column indicates an increase in LWR.
Angle of Incidence (◦) Ion Beam Energy (eV) Gas Species LWR Reduction
60 500 Ar 1.67
60 500 Ne 0.55
60 1000 Ar 4.08
60 1000 Ne -1.52
75 500 Ar -1.75
75 500 Ne -0.87
75 1000 Ar -1.95
75 1000 Ne 2.45
85 500 Ar -1.73
85 500 Ne 3.48
85 1000 Ar 1.28
85 1000 Ne 1.75
6.2 Future Work
In order to fully investigate LWR reduction with a grazing incidence ion beam, a reactive gas
species should also be used. The use of hydrogen both in the ambient gas in the chamber, and
as a species within the ion beam itself will effect the process by adding a chemical etch to the
process. This will allow for a multitude of experiments to be performed as gas composition
is varied. In order to accomplish finer control of gas species into the experiment, a system
of Mass Flow Controllers (MFCs) would need to be added. MFCs would allow the partial
pressure of hydrogen in the vacuum chamber to be controlled. Since there are two different
sets of experiments contained within controlling the gas composition. One set would vary
the partial pressure of hydrogen being introduced into the chamber. This would have to
range from 5% to the highest percentage of hydrogen present and still being able to run
the ion source. The partial pressure of hydrogen should be less when neon is used as the
gas species in the ion source than when argon is used for the source gas. Another set of
experiments would increment hydrogen partial pressure from 5% to 100% while using both
argon and neon as other source gases.
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Energy might also have a larger influence when hydrogen is introduced to the ion beam
as the energy needed to activate sites on the photoresist may come into play. Energy would
also be an interesting variable espcially when looking at the hydrogen composition when it
is just leaked into the vacuum chamber. The energy of the beam would determine wether
the hydrogen is metastable, diatomic or monoatomic. It would also be interesting to see the
effect of energy when hydrogen is a source gas. This should produce more metastable and
monoatomic hydrogen. The hydrogen ions should also be more directional when used as a
source gas then when just introduced into the backround.
Also optimizing the time of exposure to the ion beam instead of changing the composition
of the ion beam used to sputter a given amount of material. Changing the time when adding
a reactive gas will also be important as etching will take place. A stricter accounting for
time of exposure must also be put into place as hydrogen will react with the photoresist even
when the sample is not being bombarded with ions. MFCs will help in the time exposure,
as the gas can be turned on and off more precisely. Also a larger turbo pump with a greater
throughput or a cryopump may be needed to evacuate the gases after the MFCs have shut
off. Varying the time could lead to even less CD loss than the current process exhibits.
With a reactive gas in the ion beam, the angle of incidence may be an even larger factor
than without the reactive gas. As angle is changed the amount of energy that is transferred
from the incident ion to the photoresist molecules is changed. This will change the etching
qualities by changing the amount of activated photoresist molecules.
For an even more reactive gas, oxygen could be used. The addition of oxygen should
provide a faster etch than hydrogen and would lead to another series of experiments in which
the angle of incidence, energy and time of exposure would need to be varied. With time
scales already in the seconds without a reactive gas, one of the largest problems of using





The following is the LER.wir file paramaters that were used when analyzing all images
taken. Using these valuse allows for repeatability of the original experiment when used with










Base Line Start Point L=2
Base Line Area L=8
Edge Search Direction L=0
Threshold R=67
Edge Number R=1
Base Line Start Point R=2
Base Line Area R=8
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